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1. Introduction 
 
This study aims to discuss i) how labels restrict possible interface interpretations and ii) how 
the interfaces deal with illegible representations. I focus on wh interrogatives and nominal Case. 
(1) shows the XP-YP structure in the labeling framework (Chomsky 2015), where the label <F, 
F> is provided because Minimal Search (henceforth, MS) locates the agreement features on Z 
and X simultaneously. The relation is traditionally called spec-head, but the notion spec cannot 
be defined in the absence of the X´-schema in the minimalist program. I will reduce the relation 
in terms of the label. Below, I argue that X must be interpreted according to the set since X 
provides the label; i.e., X identifies the set. In contrast, Y does not provide the label, and some 
optional interpretation is possible. 
 
(1) {γ {β Z[F], ...} {α X[uF] {...Y...}} (α=X, β=Z, γ=<F, F>) 
 
2. Optional/Rigid Interpretation at the C-I/SM interfaces 
 
2.1. Labeling Algorithm 
 
Chomsky 2013 notes that the label of the set that Merge forms identifies the set. The idea is not 
new since, also in the phrase structure grammar, VP acts like V because of its label (projection). 
The labeling theory focuses on how the label is defined in compliance with the third-factor 
principle (Chomsky 2005). Chomsky 2013, 2015 argues that the first-located lexical item 
(head) by MS identifies the set. In (2a), which is formed by lexical item X and phrase YP, MS 
locates X first, so the set is identified by X. However, (2b) is created by two phrases, and MS 
finds the two heads simultaneously. In such cases, if the two heads share an agreement feature, 
it provides the label <F, F>. 
 
(2) a. {α X, YP} (α=X) 
 b. {α {X X[F], ...} {Y Y[uF], ...}} (α=<F, F>) 
 
I will show in the next section that the configuration in (2b) is closely tied with the rigid 
interpretation of the relevant syntactic objects (henceforth, SOs).  
 
2.2. C-I Interpretation of Wh Operators 
 
With this labeling algorithm in mind, consider the following example of multiple wh 
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interrogative clauses. 
 
(3) a. Who wonders where we bought what? 
 b. {β who[uQ][phi] T[Q][uphi] wonders {α where[uQ] C[Q] we bought what[uQ]}} 
   (α=<Q, Q>, β=<Q, Q>/<phi, phi>) 
 
In (3), where is located in the traditional embedded spec of CP, providing the label <Q, Q>. 
Following Nishigauchi 1990, Chomsky 2015, and Saito 2017, inter alia, I assume that wh 
operators have [uQ] that is valued by the interrogative C. The subject wh operator, in contrast, 
is located in the traditional matrix spec of TP by deletion of C (Chomsky 2015). Although I do 
not delve into the exact nature of C deletion, what is relevant here is that the subject wh 
interrogatives are TP (Chomsky 1986) and that the subject agrees with T in terms of <Q, Q> 
and <phi, phi>. The labels <Q, Q> in (3) are required for each clause since they indicate that 
the sets are (wh) interrogative clauses at the interfaces. Here, there is an issue on [uQ] on wh 
operators: how is the interpretation of [uQ] determined? The most common strategy is Agree 
based on c-command. However, in-situ what does not c-command interrogative C. The second 
relevant issue concerns the scopes of the wh operators. Among the three wh operators involved 
in (3), who and where must take the surface scopes while in-situ what can take either the matrix 
or the embedded scope (Baker 1970, Hankamer 1974). 

The answer to the first puzzle lies in Chomsky’s 2013 idea that labels identify the sets. I 
propose that in-situ what is interpreted as an interrogative operator since it is contained in the 
interrogative set. In English, wh operators can be interrogative/relative/exclamative operators, 
and the problem of [uQ] is that the interfaces cannot determine the interpretation of the feature 
without the value. Since I showed that Agree is insufficient for (3), I propose the following 
valuation rule (see also Epstein, Kitahara & Seely 2017, 2018). 
 
(4) SOs are interpreted at the C-I/SM interfaces according to the label of the set containing them. 
 
Following (4), the interpretation of (3) is as follows: labels α and β provided at the phase level 
show that the sets are interrogative clauses. Then, wh operators contained in the interrogative 
clauses are also interpreted as interrogative ones. Not only in-situ what, but also who and where 
do not depend on Agree for [uQ]. This is the agreement by containment at the interfaces. The 
difference between the current proposal and the traditional framework is as follows. 
 
(5) a. the current proposal: [uF] remains unvalued throughout in syntax→it is interpreted (valued)  
  according to the label of the set containing it at the interfaces 
 b. traditional framework: [uF] is valued based on Agree in syntax 
 
To maintain Agree (based on c-command), one may suggest the covert movement+Agree 
approach for in-situ what. However, this faces three problems. First, it is not clear how covert 
movement is implemented into the current framework. The second and third one concerns the 
following example. 
 
(6) Who will be offended if we invite which philosopher? (Reinhart 1998: 41) 
 
Reinhart shows that LF movement yields a wrong interpretation for (6) with the embedded 
if-clause. As the last problem, the movement from the in-situ wh operator to the matrix C would 
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cross an adjunct island. Although there are suggestions that LF movement is exempted from 
subjacency (Huang 1982), a minimalist account should not depend on such a stipulation and 
derive the property in a principled way. Then, I simply assume that in-situ wh operators do not 
move, and the interpretation of [uQ] is determined by the label and containment. 

Next, I focus on why the only in-situ what is allowed for the optional scope in (3). The 
difference between who/where and what is their positions: who and where provide the <Q, Q> 
labels (traditionally, they participate in spec-head agreement), but what is just contained in the 
set labeled <Q, Q>. Now, I suggest the second interpretive rule at the interfaces. 
 
(7) SOs providing the label <F, F> must be interpreted at the label in terms of the relevant feature. 
 
As discussed, the labels identify the set and determine its interpretation. An SO that provides 
the label, then, must be interpreted according to the label because it identifies the set and its 
interpretation. For example, who and where in (3) identify set β and α as the wh interrogative 
clauses, respectively. Since a wh interrogative clause requires a wh operator to take scope there, 
the wh operators providing the label <Q, Q> must take their scopes at the labels to assure the 
interpretation of wh interrogative clauses. Since in-situ what does not participate in labeling <Q, 
Q>, the scope of what is not restricted by the label.  

For the scope of in-situ what, I follow Toyoshima 1996. He shows that analysis with 
unselective binding requires the distinction between interrogative and noninterrogative 
variables. Otherwise, a noninterrogative quantifier would bind in-sith wh variables so that (8a) 
would have the same interpretation as (8b), contrary to fact. 
 
(8) a. Which girl gave some present to which boy? (Toyoshima 1996: 21) 
 b. Which girl gave some present to some boy? (Toyoshima 1996: 22) 
 
He then assumes that unselective binding only applies to the same type of variables. In (8a), 
interrogative wh variables (in his term, choice function variables) are only bound by another 
interrogative wh operator. Moreover, he further argues that the moved wh operator can be either 
selective or unselective binder. In (3), If who is an unselective binder and where is a selective 
one, what takes the matrix scope. In contrast, if where is an unselective binder, what is 
restricted to the embedded scope, regardless of the nature of who (by locality). Adopting this, I 
argue that the scope of in-situ what is determined in semantics/the C-I interface. Nevertheless, 
since Toyoshima depends on the distinction between interrogative/noninterrogative 
interpretation of in-situ variables in unselective binding in semantics, [uQ] on in-situ wh 
operators must be preordained as interrogative. Summarizing the proposal here, [uQ] on the 
in-situ what in (3) are defined as interrogative since it is contained in the set labeled <Q, Q> so 
that another wh interrogative operator unselectively binds it to determine its scope at the C-I 
interface. 
 
2.3. SM Interpretation of Nominal Case 
 
I suggest that (4) and (7) also work at the SM interface. As in the standard assumption (for 
example, Epstein, Kitahara & Seely 2012), I assume that nominative/accusative Cases are 
assigned by the agreement between T or R (V), respectively. Note that (9) is an exemplification 
of (4). 
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(9) Case Determination Rules at the SM Interface 
 a. The set labeled <phi, phi> by a nominal and T assigns nominative Case to a nominal  
  contained. 
 b.  The set labeled <phi, phi> by a nominal and R assigns accusative Case to a nominal  
  contained. 
 
In the canonical subject/object position, the Case is fixed. 
 
(10) a. John likes Mary. 
 b. {η C {ζ John[phi] {ε T[uphi] {δ John[phi] {γ v* {β Mary[phi] {α R[uphi], Mary[phi]}}}}} 
   (α=R, β=<phi, phi>, γ=δ=v*, ε=T, ζ=<phi, phi>, η=C) 
 
Since John provides label ζ=<phi, phi> with T, nominative Case is assigned. Mary is contained 
in the two sets with the label <phi, phi>, ζ and β, but the Case is also fixed because of (7).  

On the other hand, if nominals do not provide the label <phi, phi>, the optional Cases are 
allowed. (11a, b) show that the post-copular foci are allowed for the optional Cases. (12) shows 
the structure. 
 
(11) a. It was I whom public opinion eventually condemned. (Smits 1989: 300) 
 b. It is me who(m) John is after. (Akmajian 1970: 152) 
 
(12) {δ C {γ it[phi] {β T[uphi] {α DP[phi], ...}}} (α=C (cleft clause), β=T, γ=<phi, phi>, δ=C) 
 
As shown in (12), pronominal DP in (11) is contained in the set labeled <phi, phi> created by 
expletive it and T, and therefore, it may be nominative according to (9). Unlike (10), however, 
the DP does not provide the label, and (7) is not applied here. Then, another strategy, default 
accusative, is available for the DP. 

The same effect can be observed in another language. Following Chomsky 2015, I assume 
the object-V agreement (see also the structure in (10b)). Then, in (13), the accusative Case of 
ihn ‘him’ is expected. Since it provides the label <phi, phi>, the Case is forced. In contrast, the 
predicate nominal does not provide the label <phi, phi>; rather, it is just contained in the set 
with the label. Then, it may receive the accusative Case by referring to the label <phi, phi> or 
the default nominative Case.1 
 
(13) Er läßt   ihn {einen guten  Mann/ein  guter  Mann} sein. 
 he let.3SG him a.ACC good.ACC man /a.NOM good.NOM man COP 
 ‘He lets him be a good man.’  (German; Schütze 1997: 87) 
 
To wrap up this subsection, I point out the problem of the standard approach based on Agree. If 
nominal Case is assigned by Agree from [uphi] on T/R, a distinction between the obligatory 
Case in (10) and optional Case in (11) is a mystery. Since in both cases T c-commands the 
pronouns in the base-positions, some stipulation is required to capture the difference. If Case is 
assigned through Agree from [uCase] on nominals (Bošković 2007), then nominative Case in 

 
1 Baker 2015 explains the accusative Case on the predicate nominal in terms of dependent Case (Marantz 1991). 
If so, however, why the default Case is allowed here remains a puzzle. In Marantz’s argument, the default Case 
appears where the other Cases cannot appear (as a kind of the last resort). 
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(11) is not explained. Therefore, (9), which is based on containment relation, and (7) explain 
the pattern correctly. 
 
2.4. Interim Summary 
 
So far, I have discussed rigid/optional interpretations are restricted by the positions of SOs. SOs 
providing the label <F, F> must be interpreted according to the label in terms of the relevant 
information: scope of wh operators and Case on nominals. For ones that do not participate in 
labeling <F, F>, the optional information is allowed: in-sith wh operators are allowed for 
optional scopes by unselective binding and default Case is available for nominal Cases. 
 
(14) The relations between the labels and the interpretation 
 a. C-I: the label <Q, Q> assigns the interrogative interpretation to [uQ]. 
 b. SM: the label <phi, phi> assigns nominative/accusative Case to nominals. 
 
(15) The rigid interpretation 
 a. C-I: wh operators providing the label <Q, Q> must take scope there. 
 b. SM: nominals providing the label <phi, phi> must receive the relevant Case. 
 
(16) The optional interpretation 
 a. C-I: the scopes of in-situ wh operators may vary according to another wh operator  
  unselectively binding them. 
 b. SM: nominals just contained in the set with <phi, phi> have an option of default Case. 
 
The following sections discuss what happens if an SO receives multiple information. 
 
3. (Il)legible Representations at the C-I Interface 
 
3.1. Illegible Representation at the C-I Interface 
 
First, I deduce the wh island effect observed in (17). 
 
(17) a. *What did you ask where she ate? 
 b. {ε what[uQ] {δ C[Q] you T ask {γ what[uQ] {β where[uQ] {α C[Q] she ate what[uQ]}}}}}} 
   (α=C, β=γ=<Q, Q>, δ=C, ε=<Q, Q>) 
 
I argue that what in (17) is forced to take both matrix and embedded scopes by (7). The scope 
contradiction causes the C-I crash. However, what in (17b) does not provide label γ=<Q, Q> 
derivationally and (7) seems irrelevant here. Chomsky 2015 assumes that copies by movement 
are invisible to MS in labeling. So γ inherits the label from β, which is created by where and 
embedded C. Nevertheless, I suggest that since the C-I interface does not have access to the 
derivational history, it cannot distinguish (18a, b). (18a) is an example of multiple specs, and 
two wh operators participate in labeling. In (18b), wh1 is a copy and γ inherits the label from β.2 
Likewise, in (17), the C-I interface assumes that what as well as where provides the label so 

 
2 Note that the copy status of wh1 in (18b) does not say anything about labeling. Since an SO can move after 
labeling in principle, a copy does not mean that the SO does not participate in labeling there. 
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that they are expected to have the embedded scope. (7) also forces what to take the matrix 
scope because it provides label ε. Since the single wh operator cannot take the two different 
scopes, the representation becomes ill-formed.3 
 
(18) a. {γ wh1[uQ] {β wh2[uQ] {α C[Q], ...}} (α=C, β=<Q, Q>, γ=<Q, Q>) 
 b. {γ wh1[uQ] {β wh2[uQ] {α C[Q], ...}} (α=C, β=γ=<Q, Q>) 
 
3.2. Two Legible Representations at the C-I Interface 
 
The previous subsection discusses that if two copies of a wh operator are forced to take the 
contradictory scope, the C-I representation becomes illegible. Now, I assume the following 
interpretive rule at the interfaces. 
 
(19) Interpret the more marked information at the interfaces. 
 
Since two copies of what have the equal statuses as interrogative operators in (17), (19) does 
not work. Then, I demonstrate that the asymmetry of information will solve the scope 
contradiction problem. Consider the following sentence with the structure. 
 
(20) a. Which person do you wonder what present to give to? (Kiss 1993: 86) 
 b. {ε which person[uQ][Foc] {δ did[Q][uFoc] you wonder {γ which person[uQ][Foc] {β what 
  present[uQ] {α C[Q] to give to which person [uQ][Foc]}}} 
   (α=C, β=γ=<Q, Q>, δ=C, ε=<Q, Q>/<Foc, Foc>) 
 
(20a) shows that the focus interpretation rescues the wh island violation. As in (17b), labels γ 
and ε in structure (20b) force which person to have the contradictory scopes. In this case, 
however, the higher copy is an interrogative operator with focus information, which the lower 
copy lacks. Then, the matrix scope of the higher copy overrides the embedded one by (19).4 

The next case also concerns an exception of wh island violation. 
 
(21) a. What do you wonder who saw? (Chomsky 1986: 48) 
 b. {γ what[phi][uQ] do[int] you wonder {β what[phi][uQ] {α who[phi][uQ] T[uphi][int] saw 
  what[phi][uQ]}} (α=β=<phi, phi>/<int, int>, γ=<int, int>) 
 
Labels γ and β, which seem relevant to the scope of what, are different as in (20). In fact, β in 
(21) does not tell what to take the embedded scope and (19) is not operative. To see why, 
consider the following two configurations of the multiple spec construction from Kitahara 

 
3 Wh islands by whether or if fall under the same explanation by considering whether an operator in the former 
case and by assuming a null operator in the latter case. 
 
(i) a. *Who do you know [<Q, Q> who [<Q, Q> whether C John like who]]?  
(i) b. *Who do you know [<Q, Q> who [<Q, Q> op if John like who]]?  
 
In (i), the embedded CP forms the set with the label <Q, Q>. Then, who crossing the island is forced to take the 
embedded scope for the same reason as (17). 
4 See also Haegeman 2012 for the proposal that an SO with an additional discourse feature can cross the island 
created by the same type of SO. 
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2020. 
 
(22) a.  labelable multiple spec construction: two [uF] and one [F] 
  {γ ZP[uF] {β YP[uF] {α X[F], ...}}} (α=X, β=γ=<F, F>) 
 b. unlabelable multiple spec construction: one [uF] and two [F] 
  {γ ZP[F] {β YP[F] {α X[uF], ...}}} (α=X, β=<F, F>, γ=??) 
 
Kitahara formalizes MS in terms of the path to show that it locates three heads X, Y, and Z in 
(22) simultaneously. In (22a), MS sees two [uF] and one [F]. Then, the labels are determined as 
<F, F> uniquely since the visible information is only [F]. In (22b), however, two [F] and one 
[uF] cannot provide the unique label since there is no agreement relation with two [F]. Then, γ 
is left unlabeled. With the distinction between labelable/unlabelable multiple specs, what in set 
β in (21b) cannot participate in labeling. If what stays there, the configuration would be like 
(22b), and β would be left unlabeled since both what and who have [phi]. Then, the information 
<phi, phi> at β shows that what does not provide the label. If so, what is not forced to take the 
embedded scope by (7), and the scope contradiction does not happen in (21). 

The main proposals in this section are as follows i) a wh operator providing the label <Q, 
Q> must take the scope there, ii) if a copy of a wh operator is left in the position which can 
participate in labeling <Q, Q>, it is also forced to take the scope at the label, since the C-I 
interface cannot look back the derivational history, iii) the contradictory C-I information leads 
the derivation to crash, but the more marked information overrides the unmarked information. 
The next section discusses the SM case. 
 
4. (Il)legible Representations at the SM Interface 
 
4.1. Parameter in Externalization 
 
I have discussed that if a wh operator is forced to take two different scopes, the derivation 
crashes. The issue is different a little at the SM interface. Let us first consider the following 
example of Case stacking (suffixaufnahme). 
 
(23) a. ngunha watharri-ku  nyurna-yu warrapa-la-ku 
  that  look=for-PRES snake-ACC grass-LOC-ACC 
  ‘He is looking for the snake in the grass’ (Panyjima; Plank 1995: 35) 
 b. {β look for {α snake grass}}} (α=snake, β=look for) 
 
Since this language does not show overt [phi] agreement, I assume that the verbal set can assign 
accusative Case at the SM interface for convenience.5 Grass in (23b) modifies snake, so the 
label of set α becomes snake.6 Warrapa ‘grass’ in (23) has inherent locative Case, and it is 
contained in set β, which can assign accusative Case. Unlike the C-I interface, multiple Cases at 
the SM interface do not lead to illegibility immediately. Then, the nominal can show all Cases 
they have in some languages. 

Let us assume the following Case Filter as an interface condition. 
 

 
5 I can instead assume null [phi] agreement also in this language. This change does not affect the discussion. 
6 Precisely, grass modifies snake by pair-Merge. 
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(24) *NP if NP has phonetic content has no Case (Chomsky 1981: 49) 
 
To satisfy (24), at least one Case must be externalized. Assume further that an economy 
condition works in some languages to limit the number of externalized Case to 1. This is a 
matter of externalization, and I suggest the following parameter. 
 
(25) a. Externalize all Cases. 
 b. Externalize only one Case. 
 
There is another bifurcation under (25a). Consider the following German matching effect in 
free relatives. 
 
(26) a.  Wer  nicht stark  ist,  muss klug  sein. 
  who.NOM not  strong COP.3SG must clever COP 
    ‘Who isn’t strong must be clever.’ (German; Groos & Riemsdijk 1981: 177) 
 b.  *Wen/*wer  Got schwach geschaffen hat, muss klug  sein. 
 who.ACC/.NOM God weak  created  has must clever COP 
  ‘Who God created weak must be clever.’ (German; Groos & Riemsdijk 1981: 177) 
 c.  Was  du  mir gegeben hast, ist  prächtig. 
   what.NOM/.ACC you me given  have COP.3SG wonderful 
  ‘What you have given to me is wonderful.’ (German; Groos & Riemsdijk 1981: 212) 
 
In (26a), the two Cases that wer ‘who’ receives in the matrix/relative clauses are both 
nominative. The contrast between (26b, c) shows that the ill-formedness of (26b) derives not 
from the different two Cases but from the morphological distinctness.7 Then, all Cases are 
externalized in (26c), but unlike (23a), they must have the same exponent. 

For an example of (25b), consider the following phenomenon called inverse Case 
attraction.  
 
(27) Urb-em  qu-am  statu-o  vestr-a  est 
 city-ACC.SG which-ACC.F.SG found-PRES.ACT.1SG your-NOM.F.SG COP.PRES.3SG 
 ‘The city which I found is yours.’ (Latin; Kholodilova 2013: 97) 
 
Following Schachter 1973, Vergnaud 1974, and Kayne 1994, the structure of the relative clause 
in (27) is as follows: 
 
(28) {ε city[phi] {δ which[uQ] C[rel] I[phi] T[uphi] {γ v* {β city[phi] {α R[uphi] {which, 
 city[phi]}}}}}} (α=R, β=<phi, phi>, γ=v*, δ=<rel, rel>, ε=city) 
 
The copy of city in set β receives accusative Case. Moreover, the entire SO in (28) merges at 
the matrix spec of TP to be assigned nominative Case. To allow inverse Case attraction, Case in 
a relative clause must be more marked than the matrix Case (Bergsma 2019). Then, (19) is 
operative at the SM interface to externalize one prominent Case.  

Summarizing so far, I have discussed that more options are available at the SM interface 
 

7 I only show the simple case here. For deteiled mechanisms of Case syncretism, see also Pullum & Zwicky 
1986 and Young 1988, inter alia. 
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[F:α] 
ZP 

[F:α] 
Z XP 

than at the C-I interface. A nominal must bear Case, but languages differ in how many Cases 
are externalized as follows. 

 
(29) a. Externalize all Cases. 
  i. Cases can be different. (Case stacking (23)) 
  ii. All Cases must have the same exponent. (the matching effect (26)) 
 b. Externalize only one prominent Case (following (19)). (inverse Case attraction (27)) 
 
4.2. Case in Syntax 
 
Norris 2014 derives Case stacking in (23) (Case concord in his term) with the following 
assumption. 
 
(30) Case Concord (Norris 2014: 150) 
 a. Let X and Y be two nodes in a single extended projection, Y immediately dominating X. 
 b. If Y has a valued case feature [CASE: α] (but X does not), then copy Y’s case feature to X. 
 
His proposal does not rely on c-command, and dominance (contain in the set notation) is the 
primitive relation in his discussion. Therefore, the analysis proposed here seems compatible 
with his. Norris adopts the bare phrase structure hypothesis in Chomsky 1995 and assumes the 
following schematic structure (Norris 2014: 135).  
 
(31) 
  

 
 
 

 
If Z has the value α, the maximal projection ZP also has the value in the bare phrase structure. 
Then, SOs dominated by that projection are candidates of Case copying shown in (30b). In his 
account, i) Case must be assigned in syntax and ii) Case must be displayed in the label as a kind 
of feature. Since Case is assigned according to the relevant label in my analysis, the second 
assumption is somewhat compatible with mine. However, I assume that Case is assigned at the 
SM interface, not in syntax, as shown in (4), (5), and (9). Although Norris’s proposal explains 
the Case stacking phenomenon, it cannot be straightforwardly extended as far as other multiple 
Case phenomena because of his assumption. First, the matching condition strongly suggests 
that syntactic Case value does not say anything on this condition, which is sensitive to 
morphological distinctness. Moreover, which Case is externalized in the inverse Case attraction 
is determined at the SM interface, not in syntax. Since there is no clear case arguing that Case is 
operative in syntax, I assume that Case is assigned at the SM interface.8 

 
8 Chomsky 1986 proposes the visibility condition to relate Case to the C-I interpretation by (i).  
 
(i) *It seems Mary to be believed t like John. 
 
In (i), Mary without Case is not assigned a theta-role, leading the derivation to crash. However, (i) also bears a 
labeling problem. Since there is no agreement between Mary and to, the embedded TP is left unlabeled. 
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5. Concluding Remarks 
 
The general claims in this study can be summarized as follows: 
 
(32) a. The label of the set determines the interpretation. 
 b.  SOs are interpreted according to the label of the set. 
 c. The interpretation of [uF] is assigned at the interfaces, not in syntax. 
 d. SOs providing the label must be interpreted according to the set in the relevant interpretation. 
 e. Contradictory information at the C-I interface results in the crash, while the SM interface may 
  be tolerant to that kind of information in some languages. 
 f. The more marked interpretation at the interfaces overrides the unmarked one. 
 
Previous labeling literature focuses on how the labeling algorithm can distinguish the 
well-formed/ill-formed structures. However, how the labels work at the interfaces has been 
overlooked. Then, this study has discussed some interpretive rules at the interfaces and how the 
interfaces deal with the labeled structure. 
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